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 This article in 

response to 

Tedla Assfaw 

was sent to Ze-

Habesha website where Tedla’s article was posted, as expected the 

editor do not want his ESAT mentors and Ginbot 7 leaders be 



criticized or exposed in public as he always protected them from 

powerful pens. So, here it is posted, read it.  

 

This time, again the wanted criminal Isyas Afewerki’s image is tried 

to be mirrored positively by the so called ESAT TV reporters and its 

support groups. ESAT operated by Ginbot 7 and funded by anti 

Ethiopia foreign forces are now following TPLF’s foot print that once 

was the advocate of Isayas. Listening on different Ethiopian Palt-Tak 

rooms and websites, some Ethiopians seemed to flow with the 

propaganda machine of Ginbot 7 TV (ESAT) praising Isayas as good 

wisher for Ethiopia. You can hear this from the ESAT anchorman 

Sisay Agena all the way down list.  Here, I ask, who should advocate 

for Isyas Afewerki- the Eritreans themselves or Ethiopians? 

In 2000, a writer by the name Mekonne K. Seyoum on his article 

“Who should speak for the interest of Eritrea- Eritreans themselves 

or Ethiopians?  said  

“As no Eritrean has seen promoting Ethiopia’s interest against his 

own country, no self respecting Ethiopians could argue on behalf of 

Shabia.”  

Indeed Mekonnen was correct. The ESAT TV or the Ginbot 7 

executive leaders Andargachew Tsige, Efrem Madebo…. All spoke on 

behalf of Shabia/Eritrea. I have already showed the evidence and 

the audio video each of them spoke of behalf of Isyas Afewerki and 

Eritrean people belittling Ethiopia. Each of these individuals 



advocated for Isyas’s image to be accepted by Africans and 

Ethiopians as a symbol of genuine and positive leadership with all 

his brutal and tyrannical administration, that Ethiopia (Africa) 

should seek to have a leader like Isyas Afewerki. 

 In its 2003 World Report, Human Rights Watch described Eritrea as 

“a country under siege – from its own government” (Mengisteab & 

Yohannes, 2005, 131)- Aman). You all know who Isyas is and I do 

not need to go on. No one in his normal mind will dispute my 

argument I presented against Ginbot 7 leaders’ and ESAT 

propaganda records against Ethiopia they promoted in order to 

reshape the image of Isyas Afewerki in the eyes of Ethiopians. 

No one knows better than the insider of ESAT- Mr. Elias Kifle (Editor 

of Ethiopian Review website) who told us, Ginbot 7 controlled ESAT 

is “Department of Amharic for Shaabiya propaganda outlet. 

  

Even ESAT reporters interview with Isayas was posted on you tube 

by Ginbot 7 media crew. Before I take you to Tedla Assfaw, let me 

give you one important quote that proved my argument;- 

“ዝም በሉ፤ አትተቹ፤ ትችት ስድብ ነው፤ ክብረ ነክ ነው ወዘተ በሚል ይመለኩ ሊባል ትንሽ የቀራቸው ፈሮኦኖችና ልዕልቶች 
ተሰይመውልን የሕዝብ አገልጋይ ሊሆኑ የሚገባቸውን የሕዝብ ጫንቃ ላይ ቧራቂ አድርጎ መቆየቱ ልምድ ሆኗል። ያለፈውን 
ታሪክ በጥልቀት ያልተገነዘቡ ወይም የፖለቲካ ብስለታቸውም ለጋ የሆኑ ወጣቶች ድርጅታችን ወይም መሪዎቻችን ለምን ተተቹ 
ማለት ድርጅታዊ ታማኝነትና ታጋይነት እየመሰላቸው ቀጥለዋል። ለስህተቱ፤ ለሁኔታው ተጠያቂ መሪ ነን ያሉት ናቸው እንጂ 
ሌላ ማንም አይጠየቅም ።ለጨቋኙ ኢሳያስ አፈወርቂ ደጋፊ ሆኖ በለፈፈውና ባደረሰውም ጉዳት ደረጃ ነው ። ……ኮልኒል 
ታደሰ በኢሳያስ ተይዞ ደብዛው ሲጠፋ “መፈንቅለ መንግስት ሊያደርግ ነው ተብሎ ተጠርጥሮ ነው የተያዘው” ያለውን ም 
አንረሳም። መላ ግንቦት 7 የኮለኒል ታደሰን ጉዳይ በዝምታ ማለፉም አልተረሳም ። አንዳርጋቸውን በመታሰሩ ድጋፍን 
መስጠትና ወያኒን ማውገዝ ተገቢ ነው ። በዚያው ልክ ደግሞ  አንዳርጋቸውን የጀግና ጀግና ለማድረግ የሚደረገውን መረንና 
ልክ ላጣ ጥረት ደግሞ ቆም እንበል፤ ተረጋጉ፤ እኮ ምን፡  ወዴት ወዴት ማለቱ ግዴታ ነው ።” (ውሂብ ጎሹ)  



 

Indeed! First of all, I like to start my brief comment to Tedla 

thanking him for sending me a “get well soon” email attached with a 

forwarded political email on it. I am also obliged out of my interest 

to response in English instead of in Amharic due to the reason that 

his commentary was written in English. So my apology to my 

readers in advance. 

I did not want to response to Tedla’s email at the time on his several 

comments in the last several months since his hero Andy Tsige’s 

falling to the hand of TPLF in Yemen “while Andy finished his 

struggle in Eritrea and back home to his family” (based on Berhanu 

Negga’s information), that he did repeatedly forwarded to me 

including his arguments with website editor/s that he disagree with 

them in defense of Berhanu Nega and many other issues. 

  I just happened to visit Zehabesha.com last night for a brief period. 

As I explained it above, I decided to stop responding to Tedla for 

variety reasons regardless what the subject will be. But, this time, I 

decided to respond perhaps for the last time. 

Here he is Mr.Tedla with his latest ETSAT journalists’ praising for 

traveling to Eritrea to interview the “Wanted Criminal” Isyas 

Afewerki.  



I tried to listen to that criminal’s response (the Tigringa version) 

what he had to say to the lightweight questions presented by ESAT 

journalists on which Tedla Assfaw is ally joyous about. All the 

questions and Isyas’s response are not new to those of us who can 

listen Tigringa. Such questions were repeatedly asked by EPLF 

media reporters before the ESAT reporters. And his repose are 

similar which we are tired of hearing it over and over for many 

years with nothing new add (almost every year). But, for Tedla, 

Ginbot 7 puppets and the likes Isayas “beautiful lie” is exiting news.  

Honestly, as expected, the questions presented to that cabal and 

criminal Isyas by the “Isayas Afewerki’s funded- ETSAT TV” (to 

use Tedla Assfaw’s own words explained based on his last years article) 

journalists was nothing more than promoting the image of the 

dictator’s charming character towards his own funded TV 

journalists (carefully watch Isyas’s “calculated smile- sounded like – 

you’re welcome, but that is my TV and radio station that I funded, no 

need to thanks me”. Just carefully watch the smile of Isayas when 

Mesay thanked Isyas on behalf of ESAT TV right at the start of the 

interview) inside his desert Tent a model copied from his deceased 

close friend Moamer Gahdafi of Lybya!  

Right after the two ESAT reporters told Ethiopians with heavenly 

excitement and exaggeration from their tour to Bahir Negash 

(Colonial name given “Eritrea”) on their arrival in Asmara stated 

“what we used to hear from the Diaspora and what we saw and 

witnessed here in Asmra/Eritrea is simply the opposite”.  I will deal 

in detail in the future about this baseless assertion. For now, let us 

pass it.  

 



Not surprising, Isyas’s charming character seemed to trick the two 

reporters, particularly the other guy “Fasil YeneAlem” who was 

completely subdued, at times, frequently smiling with agreement 

and several times accompanied with vigorous up and down head 

nodding on his approval to the Fascist Isyas’s lies and distortions. 

Do tyrants and blood thirsty rulers show charming characters? Of 

course. I will explain that later. Isayas Afewerki the known liar, mass 

murderer and connive, even tried to lie about EPRP saying 

““Ideologically and intellectually, Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary 

Party ኢሕኣፓ (EPRP) and All-Ethiopia Socialist movement መኢሶ 

(MEISO) were better than TPLF. But we disagreed in one thing. In 

how to unite the struggle.”  

 
No, that was not the reason for their disagreement with Shaabya. 
The them, “How to unite the struggle” is the creation of latest Isyas’s 
fabrication. The central strategy to support or creation of Ethiopian 
parties inside Ethiopia is to weaken the central government to 
benefit EPLF’s secessionist agenda.  
 
The disagreement was on recognizing Eritrea as Colony of Ethiopia 
or not. Even Asgede Gebereselassie on His Gahdi Tigringa book 
clearly describe how each guest representatives were including 
EPRP, TPLF,OLF, ONLF… who were invited to the EPLF’s seminar 
asked to give their final signature/position on the Eritrean struggle. 
Asgede word by word described their speech and the unpleasant 
tension and the general atmosphere after EPRP and the likes refused 
to ratified  refused to acknowledge “Eritrea as Ethiopia’s colony”. 
Only TPLF and OLF ratified and agree with EPLF’s assertion and 
proclamation. That was it!  
 
When Abay Tsehaye (TPLF) started to give a lengthy written paper 
how Ethiopia colonize Ethiopia and how the Ethiopia subjected 



Eritreans as subhuman worst than animal and worst than the Italian 
rule…… the entire festival participants stood up clubbed their hands, 
ululating with full of joy and excitement and began immediately 
“KUDA” (Eskista and Kebere) and went hysteric by musical dances 
none stop all night long.” Asgede wrote in his Tigringa  book 
“GAHDI”. 
 
Yes, Isayas had a good time to lie and distort facts about himself and 
about Ethiopia on his own funded tv “ESAT” (based on Tedla 
Assfaw’s assertion). We knew, his friendship with TPLF was basic, 
but not with the mentioned Ethiopian parties. EPLF and EPLF were 
not even called by each other’s name, they were calling each other as 
BiTsot (Comrades)- see the last personal letters exchanged between 
Isayas and Meles that I translate it and published in Ethiopian 
Register magazine before 14 years. Now, Isayas is all in sudden 
became a pro Ethiopia unity? What a joke! 
 
Why Tedla Assfaw got so euphoric with Isyas’s interview to the 
extent thanking the Shaabiya funded ESAT reporters is wearied. 
Isyas is the other face of Mussolini.   Isayas was fully and knowingly 
participating and supporting the dismemberment of Ethiopia with 
TPLF (even to the extent giving TPLF its replica name changing the E 
to T and naming it Weyane – listen to Gebremedhin Araya interview 
“who gave the name Weyane to TPLF?” Wedi Efrem- Sebhat Efrem!), 
which Isayas still is hosting and arming groups who are not better 
than TPLF.  
 
To conclude, after all, the reason why Isayas chose TPLF than EPRP 
or other Ethiopians was not what that liar is talking about. The 
reason was;- 
 
“Throughout the Revolution it was the Indigenous connection of the 
two groups that acted as a catalyst for mutual cooperation. In fact, in 
early political debates many TPLF figures favored union with Eritrea 



in the form of a Greater Tigrayan state.” Only following flag 
independence did the Fronts-turned-states seek to rehistoricize 
their relationship to one another.”  ( REVISITING THE “BLACK MAN‟S 
BURDEN”: ERITREA AND THE CURSE OF THE NATION-STATE page 82  
Aman Sium 2010 University of Toronto) 
 

Now, let me first deal on Mr. Tedla Assfaw’s paper on Professor 

Musse Tegeng TV critique 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFpc6UM5kQc#sthash.tWYAA

yaw.dpuf) for criticizing journalists of “Isyas Afewerki’s funded TV” 

(Isayas Asewerki’s funded TV – to borrow Tedla Assfaw’s word) 

  “Ethiopianism TV Producer has got it Wrong !!! -Tedla Asfaw” 

January 16,2015  (Ze-Habesha) 

said Quote:-  

“The “Eritrean Constitution” does not divide Eritreans into 

“Kilil” like the Woyane Constitution. There is no Article 39 in the 

“Eritrean Constitution”. –  

Mr Tedla, Eritrean is not a country. That land is a Mafiosi armed 

guerrilla controlled land. Any jungle lampoon can go to the jungle as 

the present Liberation Front/s like Isayas’s and the likes and can 

create mini country these days. Yes, “Tell a man today to go and build 

a state and he will try to establish a definite and defensible territorial 

boundary and compel those who live inside it to obey him” S.E. Finer 

(Finer as quoted in Laremont, 2005, 4) source,  Aman) 

Speaking about Constitution; - Inside Mafiosi held territory, there 

never been known legitimate constitution as such in history. Eritrea 

does not have any constitution that the world or the UN or to any 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFpc6UM5kQc#sthash.tWYAAyaw.dpuf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFpc6UM5kQc#sthash.tWYAAyaw.dpuf


Eritrean opposition parties known. I have a copy of the 10 or 13 

pages of the 1997 (paper?) written in Tigringa said to be framed by 

the know (Kehadi) opportunist Bereketeab Habteselassie (Eritreans 

called him MOKkos/ -WeT-Inchet/soup- Mamaseya’ to explain his 

nature of giving service to any tyrannical government asked him to 

serve), who was Isyas’s advisor/puppet.  

In fact, Eritrean oppositions and some critiques  said;- 

 “the Eritrean constitution was not the work of an independent body.  

Allegedly, the EPLF, somewhere in Nakfa, had written the constitution 

and all the commission did, or was asked to do, was put on some 

makeup on it to legitimize it.”    

 Here is what Dr. Berekete Habteselassie had to say with Awete.com exclusive interview 

Awate.com;-    The eyebrow-raisers are going to say that the Central Committee and 
the Constitutional Commission was all EPLF.  100%.  

Bereket;-   That is in the nature of things and should not surprise us……… If we are to 
examine lack of representation: why didn’t the EPLF allow the ELF to come in as an organization?  
That was the sin I committed in 1990 when I wrote the booklet: I suggested the ELF should be 
allowed to compete.”   

Such sin was committed and confessed by the so called the leading drafter of the constitution. 

 Tedla. With all due respect, you can’t call that a constitution. It was 
drafted to benefit the ruling mob. It is a leaflet sort of paper with 
several-pages! Even that be as it may “Isaias calls “Dead 
Constitution” a 'Dead Document.  To replace the dead constitution, 
on his interview a month ago with his own Tigringa journalist, he 
said:-   

“ I would thus like to announce on this occasion that a 

constitution drafting process will be launched in order to chart 

out the political road map for the future governmental 

structure.” 



 A dead and buried constitution is not active- therefore, let us not 

talk about a constitution which is not there and alive. 

By the way, why should Tedla be exited and appreciated Isayas  

about Eritrea’s constitution for not adding Article 39 like Weyane’s 

article 39 in its constitution? Unlike TPLF, Isayas does not need 

Article 39 to rule Eritrea. , he was accepted as the God Father of 

Eritrea and the first President of Shaabiaya of  the TPLF made Sate 

of Eritrea. Therefore, he had no problem ruling Eritrea. To the 

contrary, TPLF was not and is not accepted by Ethiopian people.  

What I read from Tedla is untalented. Such is the dumbest question I 

have ever heard. Did Tedla know EPLF was supported by almost 

overwhelming number majority of that land’s population at the start 

of their removal from heaven to a slavery?  

Isayas was not Meles Zenawi who came with hate and revenge 

against the people who supported his coming to create a new nation. 

Meles Zenawi entered Menlik Palace vowing to lamd lock Ethiopia, 

to destroy the ethnic Amhara, to reduce Ethiopia to mini States 

introducing an ethnic policy of Apartheid administration. TPLF as 

we know it is not lead by Ethiopian nationalists. It is hijacked 

manipulated and lead by Ethiopia born Eritreans who are obsessed 

with hate towards the existence of Ethiopia as a Nation.  That is the 

different between the two. Why Tedla ask such dummy question is 

beyond me. 

Tedla attacked Professor Musse unfairly in the following way;- 

“…….The core of the interview was Article 39 and Kililization of 

Ethiopia. Isayas Afeworki publicly said for the Ethiopian people on the 

record that he never endorsed the Ethiopian Constitution of divide and 



rule. No wonder the OLF/OPDO are crying foul on social medias and 

Professor Mussie joined this camp by default.” 

What a nonsense argument and self conflicting evidence! Is that not 

you Tedla who wrote and forwarded to my email which you also did 

to other recipients as well saying;  

Quote;- 

" Free Eritrea " Boss on last month interview on Ethiopian Satellite 

Television (ESAT) claimed he regretted  not to use his influence to 

stop Woyane put Article 39 on its constitution, the right for nations 

and nationalities to secede….. “ after Tedla said this, he answered to 

Isyas’s treacherous response which directly support’s and endorses 

Professor Mussie’s position as the following;- 

Tedla said, 

Quote;- 

“We all remember Isayas saying he gave a one hundred year 

homework for Ethiopia. Isayas, Meles and Sibaht when it comes to 

Ethiopia they are one and the same. Ethnically Divided and Weak 

Ethiopia !!!”. (Tedla Assfaw) Wow!!!!!!! What an accident!!! 

Did Tedla Assfaw said this on his somnambulism (sleepwalking) or in 

a sober mind when he wrote me an email just last week? Knowing 

said this, why did Tedla accused Professor Musse with the 

secessionist groups? What Musse said was what just Tedla Assfaw 

said (above on his contradictory writings) “when it comes to 

Ethiopia Isayas and TPLF are one and the same”. Is that not the 

obvious fact?! 



If so, why in a sudden Tedla wants to switch position in support to 

Isayas Afewerki, as if Isayas is a good wisher to see a united Ethiopia 

for not stopping Weyane from dividing Ethiopia and blame 

Professor Musse for stating exactly what Tedla forwarded to my 

private email prior to his conflicting positions about Isayas and 

Ethiopia?  

 “Isayas, Meles and Sibaht when it comes to Ethiopia they are one 
and the same. Ethnically Divided and Weak Ethiopia? Said Musse 
and similarly said Tedla as well. So, what is the fuss all about to 
accuse Professor Musse with OLF/OPDO by default? Why do people 
want to confuse themselves as to the public with their own 
confusions? Since the establishment of Ginbot 7, sadly, it is now 
becoming a fashion epidemic all over the Ethiopian Diaspora Pal 
Talks and webites and Tv media to advocate and have affectionate 
for the “Wanted Criminal” Isayas Afewerki. It is indeed a signal of 
moral decay falling into an inferior condition.  Are we not reaching 
the shame of history by defecting from our guiding principles? Why 
are we exited to hear our enemy’s interview knowing our brothers 
and sisters gallant Ethiopian Navies and Army members blood on 
his hand? We are not finished yet with him! Or  with the issue of 
Eritrea either!  Yes, who should advocate for Isayas Afewerki- the 
Eritreans themselves or Ethiopians?  
Getachew Reda (Editror Ethiopian Semay) getachre@aol.com  
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